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The High ander is a student-run publication and we are always happy to
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University's student newspaper. The views and opinions presented in this
paper do not represent the views of Regis University.
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.Jl Letter front tfie R 'U.S.(i ..Jl. President
The Regis University Student Government Association is in charge
of over $500,000 this year. This money comes directly from the student
body by means of the student activities fee that all traditional undergraduates pay who are taking 6 credit hours or more per semester. Sometimes
you probably wonder where that money goes. Well, this year, RUSGA has
made it a goal of theirs to increase transparency so the students can identify
and know where this money is going.
The largest portion of the budget is dedicated to various programs and
events. There are nine committees within student government, and each
committee has a chunk of the budget to manage. These programs range
from MLK week, Family Weekend, and social justice events all the way to
your weekly Thursday Thrills and Free Friday Movies. The largest event is
one that I'm sure most students at Regis have heard of and are waiting for:
Ranger Week/Day.
A significant portion of the budget is also spent on large projects for the students. This includes the
RTD Bus Pass Program, We Car, the Bike Share Program, and programs such as Best of Colorado, Last
Call and Walkers Pub. A program that many students are not familiar with is the Pool Pass program. At
the end of last year, RUSGA began purchasing vouchers so students can visit the Berkeley Recreation
Center's Pool (46th and Sheridan). To pick up a pool pass, just visit the Student Activities Office on the
second floor of the Student Center.
Money is also allocated to different programs on campus. For example, RUSGA helps fund the Outdoor Adventure Program and underwrites all of the expenses for your Ranger Yearbook. The Yearbook
staff works hard all year to provide all undergraduate students with a yearbook at the end of the year.
Another place for students, faculty, staff, and friends that was provided by Student Government is the
new Walker's Pub. Walker's has been used as a place for various programs or just as a place where students can go to hang out. The Walkers renovation cost $80,000 last year and is the latest in a set of campus improvements funded by student government that include the climbing wall in the fitness center,
the basketball court behind the field house, and the water filtration systems across campus to name a
few.
Finally, Student Government allows all of the RUSGA recognized clubs across campus to acquire
funds to help them with their own events and projects. Student led clubs send a member to senate
meeting every other Wednesday throughout the year so they can communicate with other clubs across
campus. Senate is a resource where any student is allowed to attend and learn more about what the University and what other students are doing across campus.
My hope is that the student body recognizes that their student fees are being used in numerous ways
throughout the school year to improve their college experience. The Regis University Student Government Association is not an exclusive club. We want the student's voice to be heard so the money is used
wisely. This is why the upcoming elections are so important. Please attend the debates on February 26th
at 6:00pm in the Mountain View Room to listen to all of the candidates' platforms. My hope is that this
article gives everyone a bit more insight into where his or her money goes as well as bring to everyone's
attention the various ways that students are/can be involved across campus. Currently, RUSGA is looking into potential Campus Improvement jobs that everyone can benefit from. If you have any feedback,
questions, or concerns please feel free to contact Grant Robbins at RUSGAPrs@regis.edu.
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Meet your R.U.S.G.A. candidates ...
Dexter Schiller & Spencer Jordan
We're Schiller I Jordan. We're BOLD.
You've seen us in capes, and our signs made of
wood, but have you had a chance to hear our vision?
We have a lot of ideas, but only 150 words.
Here's one.
We're tired of not having any late night hangouts.
McCoy's is out unless you're drunk or old, and
everything else closes by 4. We want to buy space
around Regis, and we want that space to be yours.
We'll build student run, student focused venues in
the community. Not only will we have a place to go,
but also a place to grow. Real world experience for
Business Majors and late night grub for everyone
else. It's a win-win.
It's bold, and it's our future. Act boldly. Vote boldly.
Vote Schiller I Jordan.
To read about our other initiatives and make an informed decision, go to facebook.comlvoteboldly

Nick & Nate Stephanus

t~
~"
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My name is Nick Stephanus, I am in my junior year at Regis
and I am pursuing a BS in Biochemistry. My running mate is
my twin brother Nate, who is in his sophomore year at Regis
and is also pursuing a degree in Biochemistry. We intend to
use our cohesiveness and organizational experiences to work
effectively as President and Vice President. Students should
vote for Nate and me because we will be proactive in our
efforts to promote the formation of new clubs and organizations on campus in order to represent and foster the interests of those students not represented by an organized club.
Also, it is our goal to advocate on behalf of the balance of the
student body by appealing to the University Administration
to sponsor new events, additional resources, and improved
facilities in order to improve the Student experience in the
Regis community.

.

i

I

Shannon Hayes & Will Sabin
We are Shannon Hayes and Will Sabin. We both have held many leadership positions. Shannon is currently the
Assistant Director of the Programming and Activities Committee on RUSGA and Will is currently the Vice
President on RUSGA. If we are elected, we hope to promote school spirit by encouraging participation in ALL
school events, we want to refocus Senate, improve communication throughout campus, increase student space,
and develop a stronger relationship with the other Regis schools. You should vote for Hayes and Sabin because
we are dedicated to improving Regis and aren't afraid to take on a challenge. We are positive and encouraging
leaders who have been fortunate enough to call Regis our home for the past three years. We want to make this a
place of inspiration and support for every student and believe we can do this best by serving as your President
and Vice President of RUSGA.

Terese Cabanting - Chief Justice

My name is Terese Cabanting and I am a junior planning to
major in Communication and minor in Psychology. I have
been an active memher on the Regis Student Judicial Board
for the past two years and am the current Chief Justice. I
would love the chance to represent the Regis University
student body again as the ChiefJustice for the 2013-2014
school year. If elected my goals as Chief Justice would be to
continue the forward progression of the Judicial Board, educate the student body about the Student Code of Conduct
through the Know the Code initiative, and to help bring
awareness of the overall purpose and duties of the Student
Judicial Board. As always remember... Our School. Your
Vote.
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~N'EWS~
and Portfolio Center is also providing valuable services to people outside Regis, currently it is serving as
a certification center where anyone in the community,
Section Editor: News
form yoga instructors to plumbers, can take certificaIt's hard not to notice the new addition to campus,
tion exams. Consultants at the Writing Center providthe four-story, 82,000 square foot building named
ed one-on-one help for any step in any type of paper.
Clarke Hall, decorated with only photographs taken
Style guides are also available and computers are there
by its namesake, Father David M. Clarke, S.J. and now for use. The Tutoring Center has tutors available in 22
housing the College for Professional Studies, conferdifferent subject areas, separate rooms are now availence and seminar rooms and a new cafe.
able for small groups and white boards and computers
Father Clarke was recently honored at the dedicaare easily accessible.
tion ceremony of Clarke Hall by the Regis University
Compared to the previous Writing Center, the
Board of Trustees and by the current president, Father Learning Commons has four times as much space,
John P. Fitzgibbons. Father Clarke served as University which Goodkin hopes will translates to four times as
President for 20 years, during which he established
many students.
"The sky really is our limit;' says Goodkin. "We
Regis as a leader in adult education, expanding the
academic excellence expected form Regis and foundwant to keep expanding and adding more departments
ing the College for Professional Studies.
and services:'
Just like its namesake, Clarke Hall is sure to be
Testing and Portfolio, and the Writing and Tutoring
beneficial to students. In addition to College of ProCenters were merged together almost a year ago, but
fessional Studies, Clarke Hall houses the new and
this is the first time they have been physically housed
improved Learning Commons, home to the univertogether. This creates many advantages for students.
sity wide testing center, Writing Center and Tutoring
It is now possible to conveniently set up back to back
Center. By combining these services, The Learning
appointments between the Tutoring and Writing CeoCenter becomes a "one stop shop for academic supters. Even if that's not the case, housing all the services
port" describes Kathy Goodkin, Director of Writing
in one location, makes things simpler. Students can
and Tutoring services.
better get to know the staff, the consultants and the
Found in Room 241, The Learning Commons protutors. In the past, the Writing and Tutoring Centers
vides students with a multitude of different resources.
have been more geared towards undergraduate stuThe Testing and Portfolio Center provides opportudents and Testing and Portfolio has been a service
nities for students to register for the College Level
mainly used by CPS, since the services are now under
Examination Program and gives them the ability to
one roof, the Learning Commons has a better ability to
test out of courses.
serve the entire university and foster an environment
Make up tests can also be proctored. The Testing
of success for all.
Creating an Academic CommunityThe Learning Commons of Clarke Hall
Jessica Zanetell
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~RAN(jTR SPORTS~
Women's Basketball Taking it to the Top
Shelby Weiman
Staff writer
It's been four years since the Regis University Women's Basketball team made their last appearance and
the Lady Rangers are looking to end that streak this season. Senior Kaitie Vader and her teammates are
fighting to get to the Rocky Mountain Athletic conference tournament. «our biggest goal is to make it past
conference play and into the tournament, which is something we haven't done since I've been here. It's a
pretty big goal, but realistically it's possible;' said Vader.
In March of 2009 when the Rangers last made the tournament, the team fell in the first round to Colorado School of Mines and have been fighting to get back ever since.
Head Coach Linda Raunig wants to see this team and its seven seniors achieve their goal of qualifying
for the tournament. «It's something that's been talked about, really since the end of last season. So it would
mean a lot to me because I know it would mean a lot to them. We take things one game at a time and come
out, execute, do our best, then we'll have a good shot at it;' Raunig said.
Throughout the season, this team has overcome injuries and faced their challenges - but now they are
looking to move forward and make a mark for women's basketball at Regis. Currently at eighth in conference standings, the team wants to prove themselves and claim a coveted bid to the RMAC tournament. '~t
this point
we're taking it game-by-game and honestly practice-by-practice. We almost have an underdog mentality going into most games because that's kind of how the conference sees us, so we're using that to our advantage
and just going for it really. We're going into every game with a sense of urgency and leaving it all out on the
floor;• said Vader.

Check out schedules for all sports at www.regisrangers.com
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~PT'RSPTCT!YES~
idea of a plane crash, and yet when faced with the very
real
problem of a 787 full of people dying every eight
Spencer Jordan
days due to gun violence we ignore it.
Staff writer
Take the tale of Hadiya Pendleton. Hadiya was a
There are bad people in this country. There are
15-year-old girl who had the great privilege of singing
those who will enter into elementary schools and
for President Obama's 2nd Inaugural Address just a
slaughter innocent children, educators and adminisfew
weeks ago. She was a band majorette and an honor
trators. There are those who will enter crowded movie
student from Chicago's South Side. Tragically, she was
theaters - places of escapism and entertainment - and
shot
and killed on her way home from school on the
forever mark the Earth with their disgusting crimes.
But everybody knows that. Everyone is shocked and 29th of January. Hadiya had no gang affiliations and
was likely not the intended target, according to police.
terrified (and rightly so!) about the thought that such
It was senseless. And there are stories like this told
people exist, but they do know such people exist. Mass
every day.
shootings in one way or another have affected every
How are we to stop this problem when the FBI
person reading this right now, and we are constantly
reports that 80% of gun murders are committed with
reminded of that fact by the steady stream of murderguns
procured from family, friends, the streets, and
ous monsters our country seems to produce.
It is after such tragedies as these that proponents of illegal means? How can we legislate how such 'gray
market' sales take place?
gun control draft legislation that would limit access to
Gun critics turn to assault weapons bans. Presently
firearms. They campaign against the Jared Lee Loughthere are many calls to reinstate the Violent Crime
ners of the world and claim that if we did not have
Control and Law Enforcement Act of 1994. This would
military-style assault rifles we would not have mass
murderers. These calls are off base; they miss the point. ban 'military-style' rifles, like the AR-15 used in the
Sandy Hook Massacre.
Assault rifles are not to blame. All guns are to
Unfortunately, the data does not support the need
blame. All guns need to go.
for such a ban. In 2005, after the expiration of the LEA,
In 2008 there were three such 'mass shootings' in
just 4% of all firearm deaths were the result of rifles,
the United States, according to Mother Jones. 18 people died, all told. These were, no doubt, horrific scenes. according to the FBI. Fully 75% were committed with
And yet the FBI reports that in 2008 there were 10,886 handguns.
So if an assault weapons ban will not do much to
gun murders committed in the US. That's 67% of the
combat the scourge of gun violence, what will?
total16,272 murders that year. The percentage of total
In times like these I turn to my passion; economgun murders from mass shootings: about two-tenths of
ics. We say that demand is a function of supply, beone percent.
cause demand is a function of price, and price dictates
No, the real tragedy in America comes not from
supply. What that means is that one way to reduce the
these mass shootings, but from the roughly 31 gun
murders that happen every day. The real tragedy is our demand for something is to reduce the supply.
negligence every day we fail to act in response to this
When I have already admitted that 80% of gun murders are committed with guns on the secondary marproblem.
ket, what is there to do? The answer lies in the primary
Consider this: Bloomberg Financial reports that
market of guns, the Cabela's and Bass Pro Shops of the
Boeing has recently grounded every single one of its
new, state-of-the-art jets, the 787 Dreamliner. This is
world. In the 90s it was found that just 0.4% of federin response to a faulty battery that, left unfixed, could
ally licensed firearms dealers (such as Cabela's) sold
start a midair fire, causing untold damage, both in lives the firearms that would later commit half of all gun
crimes.
and capital.
We know why they were grounded - the risk of losThis is because a large portion of guns that go on to
ing 242 lives (the typical capacity of a 787) in a plane
commit crime is bought in so-called 'straw purchases:
crash, much less several such incidents, is an untenable or bulk orders by gangs and cartels. They then sell
gamble.
them on the secondary market to other criminals.
What a weird juxtaposition: we are horrified by the
The answer, then, really is simple. Ban all guns.

Get Rid of Them All
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I know what the counterarguments are.
Gun proponents argue that gun control only
prevents the good, moral, law-abiding citizens from owning guns, leaving all our guns
with 'those criminals:
The fact is bans work. The United Kingdom outlawed all guns (minus those used
with a permit for hunting) in 1997. In 2011
there were 58 gun murders according the
UK Home Office. That is pretty compelling
in my book.
Another common argument stems from
the 2nd Amendment to the Constitution,
which supposedly guarantees the rights of
Americans to own firearms. While this interpretation of the infamously vague amendment is shaky, a better question to ask is: so
what? Until the 1860s many people never
dreamt of an America without slavery. Until
the early 19th Century many people never
dreamt of an America where women could
vote. And today many people cannot dream
of an America without guns. It is time to
change that.
But beyond the arguments of implementation - can we do such a thing, and will
it work? Let us ponder for a moment the
moral impetus for action. Ought we not
make it as difficult as possible to kill people?
Ought we not, as students of social justice,
to stand up against the meaningless violence
that condemns some of our nation's streets
to warzones? What good is it to help educate
women in Afghanistan if our own men and
women do not even get the chance?
These are harsh questions, I know. But the
answers are simple and universally acknowledged. And the path forward is also simple:
get rid of them all.

"Ought we not, as students
of social justice, to stand up
against the meaningless violence
that condemns some of our nation's streets to warzones?"
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"'PERSPECTIVES"'
come. However all kinds of mental
illness have been demonized in the
Online Editor and A&E Writer
light of tragedies for years- in 2004,
the Columbine shooters Harris
and Klebold were post-humously
In the wake of the recent shootdiagnosed as a psychopath and with
ings in Aurora and Newton, 'mental illness' has become a popular
depression respectively. Interestingly enough, as much as doctors
trigger word. No sooner have the
retroactively are willing to say that
criminals been locked up or laid
they 'found something off' about
to rest have we begun to throw out
the boys, none of them were diagguesses as to which mental illnosed with these disorders while
ness that this particular killer will
have- is it depression or autism this alive. Measures that would tighten
the submission of mental health
time? In light of this relatively new
records would have not turned up
hysteria, many of those who are in
any of their names. It would, howfavor of gun control have put emphasis on restricting gun ownership ever, give the NIBCS the names of
thousands of individuals who have
for those diagnosed with mental
submitted to diagnosis in order to
illnesses. Most of these measures
receive the benefits, medical and
include upping the ante for states
employment
alike, that allow them
that have not provided a fully updated list of mentally ill individuals to function productively in society.
to the National Instant Background These diagnoses are not cheap, and
the stigma that comes from having
Check System, as well as revising
is not always worth the benthem
the language in the federal law enefits. Many of those who are menacted post-Virginia Tech. This law
tally ill refuse an official diagnosis
prevents anyone who is designated
on the grounds that such marks on
as a "mental defective" or has been
their records make it harder to find
forcibly admitted into a mental institution from possessing a firearm. jobs, harder to obtain licenses for
business or driving, and harder to
New proposals seek to redefine
obtain firearms even if they have
the meaning of mental defection,
been properly trained and have
as well as eradicating the clause
shown
no proclivity for violence.
regarding forcible admittance,
Additionally, 'mental illness'
changing it instead to refer in more
is
a
horridly
broad term, often used
broad terms to those who have any
incorrectly to refer to just about
mental health issue history.
anyone who we see acting 'differThis has put many who
ently: whether that's a harmless
are mentally ill in the commucompulsion to wash their hands or
nity on edge. Especially in light of
a violent mass killing. Although in
the Newton shooting, where the
the Daily Beast, David Dow calls all
shooter Adam Lanza was reported
recent serial killers "psychological
to have Asperger's Syndrome, a
cousins" in regards to their disorspecific neurotype on the autism
ders, no two diagnoses are alike. To
spectrum, autistics are questioning whether or not they will still be utilize mental illness as a blanket
term for OCD, autism, anxiety disafforded the right to protect themorders, depression and schizophreselves with firearms in the years to

Protecting the Most Vulnerable
Amber Koneval
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nia alike in regards to what gun
restriction laws should be made is
to grossly misrepresent connections
between different disorders.
Writing for the New York
Times in December of2012, Richard Friedman remarked that mental
illness only accounts for "about 4
percent" of violent crime in the US,
and that "alcohol and drug use" are
much bigger factors, resulting in an
increase of alcoholics and drug users being "seven times more likely... to commit violent acts': despite
having no mental disorders. It looks
like, while stricter background
checks and gun ownership laws
may be in order, mental disorders
and disabilities should not be the
focus.
One Regis undergraduate,
diagnosed with general anxiety
disorder, has commented in regards
to the proposed restrictions of gun
ownership for those with mental
disabilities that "everyone's psychological health and gun competency
should be evaluated if they want a
weapon': as they are in countries
with very strict gun laws, like Japan.
Another, diagnosed with depression, states that she thinks that the
background checks should focus on
those "who are not mentally ill ...
they [should] also take into account
if you have a history of violence,
not [just a] criminal record:' For
my own part, being diagnosed
with an autism spectrum disorder, I agree. The criminalization
of the mentally ill is not an answer
to tragedy. No matter what party
you subscribe to- those who want
less gun control or those who want
more- the solution will never lie in
unfairly taking away the equal right
to protection from those who are
most vulnerable.

~3fEJt£T3{ & VVTLL:NTSS~

Are flu vaccines
worth it? The facts
you lllay not know
Lauren Hundley

Staff writer
Yes, the flu shot is worth all the hype. For the past
few years, it has kept many out of hospitals during the
terrible influenza season. According to flu.gov.net, the
flu season is a recurring time where there are scatters
of influenza outbreaks. This time is between October
and May. WebMD says that the best way to avoid the
flu is to get the influenza vaccine in the early months of
the season. There are four different types of influenza
vaccines, which include the traditional flu shot, nasal
spray, the intradermal shot and the high dose shot.
Each vaccine applies to specific ages and use will be
determined by health status.
The common question among Americans today is,
"How effective is a flu shot?" The flu shot proves to be
rather effective throughout America and has lowered
the deaths caused by influenza within the last few
years. The truth about the flu shot according to WebMD is it works best when the person receiving a shot
has a good health status. It also depends on the match
between the vaccination and the virus. The flu vaccine
has very few reactions and it is proven you cannot get
the flu from the vaccine. The vaccine is a small dosage
of the flu or virus that is killed and helps the immune
system become immune to the influenza virus.
Another question that occurs when people are considering the flu shot is "Who should get it?" 1bere are
flu shots for everyone at least six months or older. It is
also recommended for people who live with others or
come in constant contact with others. Doctors recommend college students receive the vaccine to prevent
an outbreak within the university.

It is really important for everyone on the Regis
University campus to stay healthy and influenza free.
Personally, I would recommend the influenza shot to
every Regis Student. I have received the shot for the
past 10 years and it has kept me influenza free. The
shot is saving lives and it is imperative for the flu to
stay out of Regis University.
According to WebMD, an average of 200,000
Americans are hospitalized each year for the flu. Don't
let that be you! Get a flu shot today and stay influenza
free. Check out Health Services in the Coors Life Directions Center for more information.
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Is it Working Out?
Jordan Virgin
Staff writer

Regis is an institution that has traditionally
advocated for its students to live a healthy lifestyle.
One of the ways it has fought for this goal is by providing students with a modern fitness facility. However,
after speaking with and interviewing many students on
campus, it has become clear that there are some very
significant challenges to the fitness center supporting
Regis in this goal.
Many students that were interviewed about
their overall impression of the fitness center had voiced
that the crowd was an irritation. A particular student had expressed that "The crowd can be especially
frustrating. There is sometimes a line for the cardia
machines:' In addition, although the fitness center recently changed the layout of the cardia area, there were
various students that still mentioned their disappointment.
A junior had a specific piece of feedback for
the fitness center in that she thinks Regis should add
another elliptical machine. She had stated that the
cardia machines are of immense popularity and that
by adding this machine they may be targeting another
demographic of the Regis student body. An additional
positive effect that this decision may potentially have is
bringing more students into the fitness center for exercise. If the fitness center does decide to add a popular
machine for instance, they are certainly achieving their
main goal of helping students live healthy lifestyles.
Another area in which students voiced dissatisfaction with the fitness center was operating hours.

In a Highlander questionnaire students stated that
there just isn't a lot of flexibility with the fitness center's
hours on the weekends. Therefore, the students said
that this predicament makes it harder for some to get
to the gym.
While many of the students had constructive
criticism to offer the fitness center, there were also bits
of encouragement. One such area that the fitness center received a lot of praise in was the quality of equipment. A student remarked that he felt he could get a
great workout from the high quality equipment in the
gym.
Another aspect of the fitness center that students were particularly fond of was the environment. A
few students had mentioned that they felt it was a great
place to go and workout with their friends and receive
social support and encouragement for working out. As
such, many Regis students see social support as being a
vital part to helping them achieve their fitness goals.
A college or university would not exist without
its students. Above all, the voice and wellness of the
student must always come first.

"Wfii[e many of tlie stuaents fiaa
constructive criticism to offer tfie
fitness center, tliere were afso 6its
of encouragement."
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it was like, 'I wrote this in your class. And now you're
RU Talented: Amber Koneval and
hearing it:"
the Written Word
Koneval emphasizes the importance of not
Gina Nordini

Section Editor: Arts & Entertainment
One published collection of poetry. A second
collection in the works. An upcoming novel to be
released this month. And a double-major.
Junior Amber Koneval takes her talent for writing beyond class papers and Friday afternoon poetry
club meetings. She uses her talent to make a voice for
herself in the literary world.
Koneval's first published work was in her high
school literary magazine. Her work continued to be
featured through her senior year. She submits work to
Regis University's literary magazine Apogee.
The first literary magazine to publish her poetry was Time of Singing, a literary Christian poetry
magazine. She has been published in 20 journals to
date.
This past November, Drunk Dialing the Divine- her first collection of poetry-was published.
And she already has a second larger collection in the
works.
Koneval's list of publications is impressive. But
it took a lot of hard work. "I may have published five
poems every month, but I sent out sixty;' she said.
Koneval acknowledges that submitting work in
hopes of being published can be frightening. "It kinda
builds. I mean, no one tells you what writing entails;'
she said. "You get to one publication, and then the next
biggest publication is what terrifies you:'
But overall, she deals well with the stress of
getting published. "I guess that's my biggest strength. I
just don't care. There's no anxiety:'
Part of building her success includes live poetry
readings. Koneval has read for youth groups, small
bookstore audiences, and students and faculty at Regis
University. She has read for 50 kids and for just three
people, for secular and Protestant and Catholic and
mixed audiences.
With readings, half the battle is getting people
there. There's no formula for how it is going to go:'
'l\t Regis, for the poetry reading, it was very
nerve-wracking because my professors were there, and

working alone. She believes that writing is a community effort. Her community includes the Regis University
poetry club, and specifically her writing buddy, sophomore Hailey Barr.
"For every time she gets something accepted, I
get rejected ... but then I can be excited for her:'
Koneval values networking at school to inspire and
challenge her. "I wouldn't drop out to be a full-time
writer, even though I could;' she said. Her teachers
create assignments that go against her preferred writing style. And what better place to people-watch than
in class? "In class I can watch people and catalogue
types and faces and appearances and habits:'
In the publication world, "always be ready for
the unexpected;' Koneval said. "I had to make my own
cover for Drunk Dialing the Divine in four hours. And
I get a lot of compliments on it, so that's a good sign.
But it was just an unexpected thing. And that's what
you work with:'
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·th Nick Smith
The Music Beat W\
Coheed and Cambria- The Afterman: Descension Feb. 5, 2012 5/5
This album is the second half of a double album titled "The Afterman:'
The first half was released late last year in October. Both albums follow a
story written by lead singer Claudio Sanchez. The story revolves around
Sirius Amory and his discovery and immersion into the afterlife, then
return back to the world of the living. This story acts as a prequel to Sanchez's increasingly popular graphic novel "The Amory Wars."
Musically, this album is one of their best. The band, with its new bassist
and the return of the original drummer, creates a sound that takes many
elements of the old albums and elevates the sound to a new level. This release stays true to their progressive rock foundations while introducing new
elements into songs such as acoustic instruments and effected instruments.
This is by far one of Co heed and Cambria's best works.
ers who will quickly become friends, because we're all
there for the same reason: underground D.I.Y music
and art:'
Co- Written by Guest Writer Michelle Bailey and Nick
Before Saye filled the shoes of manager, Seventh
Smith
Circle was known as the Blast-a -Mat and originally
One of these evenings you might want to do somecatered to grindcore, metal and crust punk. Today
thing new and exciting. Sure, movie nights are fun,
their concert calendar boasts the styles of folk and
and Denver does have a good scene for shopping, but
acoustic, hip hop, ska, and electronic music while still
not only might you be budgeting, you might be in the
supporting their original hardcore scene. According
mood for music, the live and local kind. If this purely
to Saye the "Blast-0-Mat had a fairly unwelcominghypothetical situation ever happens to you, check out
the Seventh Circle Music Collective, located at Seventh feeling environment if you weren't directly involved
with the specific genres of music they focused on, and
and Federal (an easy ride on the southbound 31 Bus
that caused a lot of people from other areas of musifrom RU). Seventh Circle, as it is know by frequent
cal interest to feel like they didn't belong there, so we
patrons, hosts events every weekend and occasional
nights of festivity during the week. You can check them made a point to make Seventh Circle feel welcoming to
anyone and everyone immediatelY:'
out on Facebook by searching "Seventh Circle Music
Collective:'
Most notably, Seventh Circle runs as a non-profit
business; that is to say, admission is donation-based
This space is more than a performance venue. "It's
and their bookstore sells local D.I.Y 'zines and music
a community-run music/art space where all ages are
that support the costs of keeping the lights on. Furwelcome to come enjoy themselves, and where all
thermore, parts of each night's collections are given to
genres of music are welcome to play;' said Aaron Saye,
who acts as volunteer manager, booking agent, videog- any touring independent artists on the lineup. Thanks
rapher, sound engineer, and all-around miracle worker to the support of Denver's diverse underground art
movement and fans like you, the Seventh Circle Music
for this do-it-yourself safe haven, or D.I.Y for short.
Collective
never has to face the music. Well, not in the
"It's a place where people can be safe from [prejudices],
figurative sense.
and other sorts of negative things that unfortunately
For more on Seventh Circle's history and informamay exist in the other parts of their lives ... It's a place
tion about this exciting venue, visit Seventh Circle's
where you'll be welcomed with open arms by strangFacebook Page or The Highlander Website.
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Heavy and Light: A Full Night
Gina Nordini
Section Editor: Arts & Entertainment
On Feb. 2 non-profit organization To Write
Love on Her Arms (TWLOHA) presented Heavy and
Light at the Gothic Theater, a collection of musicians,
poets, and speakers who entertained for over three
hours. TWLOHA is an organization committed to informing young people about depression, addiction and
suicide, as well as bringing hope through therapy and
art. As such, Heavy and Light was not just a concert.
TWLOHA billed it as "An Evening of Songs, Conversation and Hope:' The event did fill an entire n ight; each
band performed a five to eight song set.
The night opened with slam poetry by Anis
Mojgani. Brother and sister duo Noah and Abby
Gundersen followed. They performed the most folksy
act of the night, with guitar, violin, harmonica, and
gritty vocals. Songs like "Jesus Jesus;' a candid prayer
ballad, lent the duo the most religious undertones of
the performers.
Noah and Abby Gundersen were followed by
Now, Now. This female-based group (the drummer
being the only male) had a heavier sound and faster
tempo. While the crowd's enthusiasm picked up for
this second act, it was clear that the band was not comfortable with their acoustic
set. Lead vocalist Cacie
Dalager even admitted
between songs that the experience was new to them.
Bryce Avary
from The Rocket Summer
seemed to struggle with
the acoustic setting as well.
He performed a brief but
dramatic rendition of Taylor Swift's "We Are Never
Getting Back Together"possibly the highlight of
his performance. The use
of a loop station resulted
in a sound that was more

chaotic than cohesive.
Anis Mojgani performed a few more poemsdid I mention this was a long concert?-before Aaron
Gillespie took the stage with fast-tempo guitar tunes.
His songs played well as acoustic pieces, and were
drawn from a variety of sources-including U2 and his
former band The Almost.
Jon Foreman, member of Switchfoot, was the
headliner of the night. He played well both on his own
and with Fiction Family. The most powerful moment
of the inspired night came when Foreman unplugged
his instrument, stepped away from the mic, and sang
Switchfoot's signature song "Dare You to Move" with
the audience.
The final song, a cover of Neil Young's "Heart
of Gold;' ended the night on a wistful tone that seemed
to conflict with the event's overall inspiring vibe. Still,
it was a nice cover. It was particularly impressive to see
11 musicians and one slam poet (looking a little lost
without an instrument to play) on the Gothic's stage,
and even more impressive that they could all play well
together.
The variety of artists exhibited a somewhat
similar sound-folksy and light rock-but differences
in tempo and mood kept them from blending into
each other. Both musician energy and audience enthusiasm kept the night interesting, even into the third
hour.
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Congratu{ations to

XaitCin J-feayfiy
for winning the
Jfig fi{ancfer Cover Art Contest!

#AU Highlander
If you would like your lnstagram
photos featured in the next
issue of the Highlander, tag your photos with #RUHighlander, and include
your name, class stan ding and brief
description of the photo in the caption .

..•

facebook.com/regishighlander

pinterest.com/regishighlander

#RUHighlander

twitter.com/RegisHiglander

C ec out our website: www.ru ig an er.com
Contact the Highlander's Business, Advertising & Social Media Manager,
Kelly Fleming, at highlander@regis.edu if you are interested in advertising in
the Highlander. Please include the nature of your request in the subject line
of your email. We hope to hear from you soon!

